《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 244 - Simple name
Since Liu Juan's real identity had been revealed, she didn't have to continue her job as
Mo Jiang's secretary. Moreover, even Mo Jiang didn't want someone whom he didn't
trust to work for him.
Although he had asked her to have a partnership with him only to kill her boss still, he
had a hard time trusting her. Strangely enough, even after years of working under her
boss, Mo Jiang found it weird that Liu Juan didn't even know her boss' name.
What if it was her strategy to agree to his partnership and kill him instead?
Thus, Mo Jiang had his guard up for the time being.
Nevertheless, Liu Juan wasn't affected by Mo Jiang's over-careful attitude, she was
only concerned with her and her big sister's freedom. Thus, she turned a blind eye to
him, be just like the way she was with Bo Xiao when they worked together before he
betrayed her.
Mo Jiang had arranged a helper for her out of pity but she didn't need any help. She
would provide the information and necessary help to him and in return, he would kill
her boss and set her and her sister free, this was what they had shaken hands-on and so
she would adhere to it. Nothing more and nothing less.
Then what about Bo Xiao?
She didn't know and neither did she bother about it. Even if Mo Jiang wanted to kill
him, he could go ahead and do it for all she cared.
Despite her body being fragile, she still attended all the meetings and took part in the
planning process.
Astonishingly to Mo Jiang and his team, Liu Juan was not only a good fighter but also
she was brilliant as she always pointed out sluggish points in their planning and
suggested solid alternatives.

Therefore, soon, Mo Jiang sent Si Li's team to attack Liu Juan's boss places as now Mo
Jiang and Si Li were partners where Mo Jiang would use his team's brain and Si Li
would use his team's fighting skills to defeat their enemy.

Xin Chao already got instructions from his boss that Mo Jiang would attack them and
truthful enough, Mo Jiang attacked them. But they weren't a weak party who could be
defeated so easily.
Therefore, Xin Chao's subordinates fought back. Unfortunately for them, Liu Juan
knew about their weak points and Si Li's team had taken the advantage of those points
to defeat Xin Chao's team.
Soon the situation had turned into a manner where Si Li's team started taking over all
the place from Xin Chao's team. Where in the American Underworld, everyone got the
news that the king of the American Underworld was getting defeated by some people
from the European Underworld. Besides, they weren't unaware of the attack on the
hotel made by the king of the American Underworld on the people from the European
Underworld.
It was just that they hadn't expected that the Europeans would attack back on them and
what was more, the king of the American Underworld.
'Clashh….'
Another glass's life came to end!
"Liu Juan...Liu Juan…" The man repeated the name of the girl who had become a
cause for his destruction. No one had destroyed him and no one would!
His body was emitting a murderous aura. If Liu Juan would have been standing in
front of him, he wouldn't have taken an extra second to snap her neck.
Xin Chao was standing in the corner but he couldn't save himself from his boss's
murderous aura as he was continuously trembling. Si Li's team had killed more than
half of their men and most of the other half men ran away in fear of losing their lives.
It was the first time that Xin Chao was seeing his boss in a devastating situation. It was
not that the enemies didn't attack them. Xin Chao had been with his boss ever since he
had gained consciousness of self and he had seen all ups and downs through which his
boss had gone through to reach here. At the top position. Still, the greed of his boss
didn't end and he wanted to take over the European Underworld.
In fact, they would have taken over European Underworld if Liu Juan didn't betray
them and join hands with Mo Jiang.
Furthermore, they would have defeated Mo Jiang if he didn't have Si Li's partnership.

But all things ended on the words 'Would have' while the reality was far away!
"No one can finish me! No one!"
"Classhhhh…."
And another coffee table's spirit had come to end!
In the last month, the man had destroyed many things in their villa to the point that
now they didn't have left much money to replace these broken items.
Actually, things wouldn't have been so bad for him if Mo Jiang had agreed to talk with
him. Dismally, Mo Jiang had clearly announced that he would stop only after
witnessing the dead body of him.
Thinking about this, angry lava erupted inside him.
"No one can kill Markus...No one!" This was the first time that the fear of death was
seen in the eyes of the man. That man had called out his name which he hadn't done
since decades.
Seeing his boss in fear, how could Xin Chao stay calm?
****
"Markus…" Liu Juan murmured the name of the man.
The man who had ruled her life but it didn't seem to be that way anymore.
She didn't expect the man to have such a simple name. Although she didn't bother
about his name, she always thought that his name would be related to some evils like
Matchitehew, Deman, etc...etc.
"Here…" Mo Jiang held a folder in front of her to which Liu Juan looked with a
questioning look. "This is the history of your boss's life. You can read it if you want
to…"

